Scenario: There’s a New Church in Town
The twelve posts in the Light-Work series, “Standing in a Place of Blessing,”
are about how members of a church can best respond to each other when some from
their membership are planning to leave to a new work. Here’s the scenario we are
using as our starting point.
Grace Church hired Lance as a Youth Pastor. Eventually, he was promoted to
an Associate position, and Grace Church hired Dylan as the next Youth Pastor.
While working together at Grace, Lance and Dylan enjoyed partnering in ministry.
But Lance sensed God calling him in a new direction and left Grace to get training as
a church planter. About a year later, Dylan also resigned and announced that he and
Lance were planning to team up to start a new church in town.
In their time at Grace Church, Lance and Dylan developed friendships with a
number of its members. Now it was easy for some of these friends to desire to join
the new work. Lance and Dylan wanted to reach people who did not seem interested
in Grace Church and planned accordingly. But it would take time, six months, before
their first service. So their friends would have to wait.
So it was that Grace Church found itself occupying a somewhat awkward
space. Some families from Grace were definitely planning to leave. Others were
unsure about whether to stay or go. A third group was convinced God wanted them
to remain at Grace. But for the next six months, all three groups would continue to
worship together as one family.
How should the people of Grace Church negotiate this transition period? How
can this fellowship of believers demonstrate what it means to be the body of Christ
when some are leaving, some are staying, and some are not sure?
The passages and principles in this series could help the people of Grace
Church (and other churches in a similar situation). By using these principles,
members who stay and members who go can both stand in the place of God’s
blessing.

